Swarthmore College
William J. Cooper Foundation
Guidelines for Preparing an Application
Cooper and Promise Grants for Academic Years 2020-2021 or 2021-2022
Serendipity Grants for Academic Year 2019-2020

I. Introduction

Thank you for your interest in applying for a grant from the William J. Cooper Foundation to support events in academic year 2020-2021 or 2021-2022. The Cooper Committee is grateful for your interest and is eager to assist in both the preparation of your application and the ultimate success of your proposed event.

II. Purpose

In the 1920’s William J. Cooper made a gift through his Will to Swarthmore College “in order that the Faculty, Students, and the College community may be broadened by a closer acquaintance with matters of world interest.” Cooper specified his gift should be used “in bringing to the college eminent citizens of this and other countries who are leaders in statesmanship, education, the arts, sciences, learned professions, and business.”

Some years later, on the occasion of his graduation, an alum anonymously established the Promise Fund to bring “guest speakers and performers in music, film, dance, and theatre that show promise of distinguished achievement.”

Today the Cooper Committee awards grants from three distinct funds:

A. COOPER GRANTS are made in support of topical events in a future academic year featuring guests who are eminent in their fields.

B. PROMISE GRANTS are made in support of topical events in a future academic year featuring guests who show promise of distinguished achievement in their fields.

C. SERENDIPITY GRANTS are made in support of topical events in the current academic year featuring guests who are either eminent in their fields or show promise of distinguished achievement. A Letter of Inquiry is NOT required prior to submitting a Serendipity Grant, but a Serendipity Application must supply the same information and meet the same standards as Cooper and Promise Grants.
If you are applying for a Serendipity Grant in the current academic year, you should complete and submit the application directly to the Cooper Committee. *Bear in mind that Serendipity Grants are typically in the range of $1,000 - $3,000.*

If you are applying for Cooper Grant or Promise Grant for 2020-2021 or 2021-2022, you must submit a short “Letter of Inquiry” (LOI) prior to completing the Application. The purpose of the LOI is to give each applicant the opportunity to give a brief, focused summary of the “why” of the event. Specifically, the Committee is interested in hearing from each applicant the topic or topics which the proposed event will enable the Swarthmore college community to engage with more broadly, and in what way or ways the proposed guest(s) are well suited to help our community do so. Upon acceptance of the LOI, the application will focus on the “what” of the event, including details on specific activities, space and technical needs, budget requirements, etc.

III. Criteria for Awards

Speakers or performers must meet criteria established by the donors of the respective funds. When reviewing applications the Committee considers the following:

A. Does the topic or subject matter of the proposed event address an issue or issues of broad current interest, particularly where a speaker or performer from outside the campus community can help to broaden the community’s awareness and understanding of the issue(s)?

B. Does the proposed event demonstrate breadth of appeal? Events likely to draw a campus-wide audience are preferred over more specialized programs.

C. Does the proposed event allow for sustained interaction between the speakers/performers and the campus community?

D. Will all aspects of the event be open to the wider campus community?

E. Does the proposed event complement other types of events (e.g. symposia, lectures, performances) and other subject matter funded by Cooper, Promise, and Serendipity grants during the year?

IV. Instructions for Specific Questions on the Application

A. Type of Application

Please indicate the type of application you are submitting and for which academic
year. Indicate whether in your judgment the proposed guest more nearly matches the Cooper expectation for eminence or the Promise expectation for promise. This is not a make-or-break judgment; it simply helps the committee to make use of the appropriate funds when supporting the event. Recipients of grants from the Serendipity Fund must demonstrate either eminence or promise.

B. Basic Information

Note: if you submitted a Letter of Inquiry for a Cooper Grant or Promise Grant, your responses to questions 2 through 5 should be the same as your responses to questions 2 through 5 in the Letter of Inquiry.

1. Short title of event (question 2): provide a few words (less than ten) by which your event can be readily identified.

2. Type of event (question 3): select the name that most closely describes the type of event for which you intend to apply for funding.

3. Principal author of Letter of Inquiry (question 4): please provide your name and email. If there is a better method for reaching you (e.g. telephone, text), feel free to provide that as well.

4. Your role at the college (question 5): Note that if you select “student” you must identify a faculty or staff adviser who agrees to work with you in the planning and production of the event, by meeting regularly and by assuring all final details are taken care of. You must provide the name and contact information for the adviser under question 11 for your Application to be considered.

5. Date of submission (question 6): indicate the date you submitted the completed Application. For academic year 2019-2020 the deadline for submissions is Monday, February 18, 2019.

C. For Serendipity Grants or Changes to Letter of Inquiry

Please complete questions 8-9 if you are requesting a Serendipity Grant for the current academic year, or if the event or guest(s) proposed in your Letter of Inquiry changed.

If you submitted a Letter of Inquiry for a Cooper Grant or Promise Grant please indicate in question 7 whether the proposed event or guest(s) have or have not changed.
If you are requesting a Cooper Grant or Promise Grant and the event and guests proposed in your Letter of Inquiry have **not** changed, skip questions 8-9 and proceed to Part D.

1. **Changes to Letter of Inquiry (question 6)**

   Indicate whether or not the proposed event or guest(s) changed since submitting your Letter of Inquiry.

   If the event and guests have not changed, skip questions 8-9 and proceed to Part D.

   If the event or guests changed, complete questions 8-9. Your submission here will supplement or supercede what you submitted in your Letter of Inquiry.

2. **Topic(s) to be addressed (question 7)**

   Use two or three sentences to describe the event you envision. You might then touch upon one or more of the following questions, or others: Why is this event important to the education of our students or the welfare of our college community? What issue(s) will this event address? What insights will it offer into our understanding of what’s at stake around this issue? What value will it add to other ongoing conversations around the issue? What would you tell prospective audience members about your event that would persuade them to attend? However you choose to tackle the question of the topic, keep in mind that the committee is looking not for analysis but focus. And please be concise. Your description should take no more than 250 words.

   Here’s a sample (about 230 words):

   **A PERIOD OF ANIMATE EXISTENCE (PAE) is a symphonic-theater hybrid for actors, musicians, and two generations of choirs. Created by Pig Iron Theatre Company, PAE presents children, elders, and machines contemplating the future in a time of dire ecological predictions. It is a work about life cycles, planetary cycles, and extinctions, performed in five movements and threaded together by Troy Herion’s music.**

   **Today we find ourselves in a perilous time, one that is being called the “Sixth Extinction”: an era in which we can foresee the loss of 20% to 50% of all living species on earth. Human activity has become the most significant force affecting many terrestrial systems. This activity will leave such profound traces in the rocks themselves that geologists have proposed a new term for this epoch: The Anthropocene. Efforts to regulate human consumptive behavior have been slow**
and ineffective. The gravity of these issues has entered mainstream consciousness, affecting our politics, media, and ultimately our individual beliefs about the trajectory of life. PAE is Pig Iron's inquiry into this great disruption: How do we contemplate the future in such a moment? Rather than focusing on policy proposals, PAE considers the effort for life to go on living: the language that is used by one generation to address another; the difference between the animate and the inanimate; and the driving force behind technological revolutions.

3. Eminence or promise of guest(s) to be invited (question 8). The committee looks to applicants to describe the eminence of proposed guests. After all, to give a single example, one of the world’s most preeminent cognitive neuroscientists may be unknown to a large majority of our community. In response to this question, the committee urges applicants to focus on how the proposed guest is well-suited to help our community engage with the proposed topic through lecture, symposium, artistic performance, or other avenues. As with the discussion of topic in question 6, the committee is looking for focus and conciseness. Your description should take no more than 250 words.

Here's a sample (about 235 words):

A Period of Animate Existence (PAE) brings together a world-class assemblage of professional theater artists and musicians, alongside volunteer choirs of children, elders, and community members from Philadelphia. PAE's lead artists are composer/filmmaker Troy Herion, director Dan Rothenberg, and designer Mimi Lien. Herion has been commissioned by ensembles such as So Percussion and Crash Ensemble. His visual-music films Baroque Suite and New York: A City Symphony have been called "marvelous" by The New Yorker music critic Alex Ross, and were featured on MTV and performed with an orchestra at Carnegie Hall. Designer Mimi Lien is the first set designer to receive a Macarthur "Genius" Award. This season she designed Taylor Mac's 24-hour history of popular music at St. Ann's Warehouse, and her design for The Great Comet of 1812 transferred to Broadway. Her work has been recognized by numerous awards, including a Lucille Lortel Award, Hewes Design Award, and an OBIE Award for Sustained Excellence. New York based chamber orchestra Contemporaneous recently provided music for Martin Creed's show at the Park Avenue Armory. The ensemble has worked with artists as diverse as David Byrne, Donnacha Dennehy, Yotam Haber, Dawn Upshaw, and Julia Wolfe. Donald Nally's chorus The Crossing has received two ASCAP Awards for Adventurous Programming, a 2017 Grammy nomination, and has performed at Walt Disney Concert Hall, The Kennedy Center, and Carnegie Hall. Playwright Will Eno was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in Drama.

D. Time and Place

Please note these important considerations:
1. The principal organizers of the event must be on campus during the semester of the event.

2. Cooper, Promise, and Serendipity Grants will not be made to bring speakers or performers who have been on campus within the past three years.

3. No two Cooper-funded events will be scheduled at the same time.

4. All events require an Event Estimate that is reflected in the budget and included with the application. Refer to the instructions under Part E: Budget Summary.

Experience has shown that certain times of the year are better than others for scheduling events for optimal attendance. Keep in mind that it is best to avoid times just before or during exams, the last two weekends of the Fall semester, and the month of April.

1. Proposed date(s) of event (question 10)

   Indicate any and all dates for which you have confirmation of the availability of your proposed guest(s).

2. Proposed location of event (question 11)

   Choose a venue that is appropriate for the size of the audience you anticipate. If you wish to use the Lang Performing Arts Center you must confer with Jim Murphy (jmurphy2) before submitting your application. If you wish to use the Lang Concert Hall you must confer with Jenny Honig (jhonig1) before submitting your application. For all other spaces, please confer with Susan Eager (seager1), director of the department of event management.

E. Budget Summary

1. **Honoraria:** These may vary, depending on the speaker or performer and the nature of the event. Often fees can be negotiated, particularly since we do not charge admission fees for events on campus. Keep in mind that honoraria paid to international guests may be subject to taxes.

2. **Transportation:** Grants normally pay for guests’ transportation to campus as follows:
   a) **Air or rail:** economy round-trip from the guest’s nearest airport to Philadelphia International Airport, or fare from the guest’s nearest rail station to 30th Street Station.
b) **Mileage**: reimbursement at the current IRS-approved per mile rate for use of automobiles. (The Business Office can provide the current rate.)

c) **Ground transportation** (taxi, shuttle, regional rail, etc.): at both the guest’s point of origin and at Swarthmore.

3. **Lodging**: Rates at The Inn at Swarthmore, nearby hotels, and bed and breakfast establishments will vary depending on time of year, day of week, and other market factors as determined by each proprietor.

4. **Event estimate** (required for all events): Jim Murphy of the LPAC staff will prepare an event estimate in collaboration with you and calculate any costs that may need to be included in your budget. Any performance event incurs bill-back charges. For performance events you must obtain a tech rider (specifications and required elements) *from the performers* or their agents, and forward it to Jim Murphy. The event estimate and, if appropriate, tech rider and space reservation form must be submitted with the Application. Performance events require detailed planning: do not wait until the last minute to do this. Your application cannot be considered without these attachments.

5. **Subtotal**: the Google Sheet will automatically calculate the subtotal of items 1-4.

6. **Hospitality**:
   
a) **Meals for speakers or performers**: These may be covered if included in your application budget. Parties, group dinners, or other hospitality open to a limited audience (e.g., interested departments or student groups) are not funded.

b) **Receptions**: Receptions after the performance or lecture may be funded if they are open to all. Funding for receptions may not exceed 10% of the subtotal in line 5 of the budget summary. The spreadsheet will automatically calculate the permissible maximum. You may adjust this figure downward if appropriate for your event.

7. **Promotion and publicity**: Event organizers are responsible for publicizing effectively to the campus community and general public. You may want to plan for the cost of promotional posters for your event. Alisa Giardinelli (agiardi1) in the Communications Office can help event organizers publicize events to on- and off-campus audiences.

8. **Other**: Please identify any other expenses not captured elsewhere in the budget summary. One example would be visa charges for international
guests.

9. **Subtotal**: The spreadsheet will automatically calculate the subtotal of lines 6-8.

10. **Total**: The spreadsheet will automatically calculate the total of the budget summary.

F. Other Event Sponsors

1. Other event sponsors (question 12)

If multiple departments (or organizations or groups) are sponsoring this event, please provide the name, department, and email (or other contact information) of a representative for each.

2. Faculty or Staff Advisor (question 13)

If you checked "student" under question 5, then you must identify a faculty or staff adviser who agrees to work with you in the planning and production of the event, by meeting regularly and by assuring all final details are taken care of. By identifying this adviser you affirm that you have discussed this LOI with the faculty or staff member and received their consent to serve in this capacity.

G. Attachments (question 14)

1. **Required attachment for all events**

As noted above (see under Budget Summary, item 4), Jim Murphy of the LPAC staff will prepare an event estimate for inclusion with your application.

2. **Required attachments for performance events**

In addition to the Event Estimate, performance events require submission of two attachments:
   a) Tech Rider, provided by the guest artist(s) or agent(s)
   b) Space Reservation Form, confirming availability of space for the proposed event

3. **Optional attachments for all events** The following may be attached to supplement information summarized in the Application.
a) Supporting Documents: These might include one-page biographical information on each guest, or abbreviated CV for academics or resumes or press kit bios for performers.

b) Links to audio or video: for performing artists.

c) Links to slides, catalogs, or photographs: for visual artists.

d) Any other information you believe will help the committee review your Application and make your case persuasive for funding.

V. Additional Resources

Many colleagues on campus have knowledge and experience around making events successful. This knowledge ranges from dealing with the intricacies of securing travel visas for international guests to the layout of a promotional poster to finding the best possible flights at the lowest possible cost. A number of these colleagues are named in the Guidelines for Preparing an Application--but there are many more.

If you have a question about any aspect of your application, or are looking for where you might get additional help, contact a member of the Cooper Committee. We’ll be happy to point you in the right direction to help you present an outstanding experience for the Swarthmore community.

2019-2020 Cooper Committee Members
Laila Swanson, Theater (co-chair)
Dominic Tierney, Politica Science (co-chair)
James Blasina, Music & Dance
David Foreman, Advancement
Brian Meunier, Art & Art History
James Murphy, Lang Performing Arts Center
Donna Jo Napoli, Linguistics
Ed Rowe, President’s Office

VI. Submitting the Application

The Committee asks that all Letters of Inquiry be submitted electronically using the Google Form.

If you are experiencing difficulty accessing the Google Form or the Guidelines due to a disability, or if you have questions or concerns regarding the accessibility of any content
related to the Letter of Inquiry, please contact Meg Gebhard (mgebhar1) for assistance.

Meg can also be of assistance if you encounter any difficulty using the Google Form, or if you need to use another method to submit your LOI.